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Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Night

The scene opens with a tracking shot of 
Jack as he walks among the hostage 
situation directly to Desmond’s bleeding 
corpse. Jack kneels before Desmond and 
gently presses a wet cloth onto his burnt 
skin

Desmond:
You had experience with burns brother?

Jack:
No, I’m a Spinal Surgeon I told you that 

before remember at the stadium

Desmond:
Damn yeah brother that was a long time ago

Jack:
Yeah it was

Desmond:
So you want to go back to that, to that 

life, to being a surgeon?

Jack:
I’ve had my fair share of turn offs whilst 

we’ve been here

Desmond:
You shouldn’t give up on your dream 

brother, the only thing that keeps me going 
is the fact that I know that my Penny will 

be waiting for me when we leave here



Jack:
Yeah, it’s good to have something to go 

back to

Desmond:
How’s the dog?

Jack turns to his left and the camera 
becomes appoint of view shot of Michael 
stroking a subdued Vincent who lies across 
his seated lap. Jack looks down at Desmond

Jack:
Vincent’s fine, he’s a strong dog

Desmond:
You know brother it didn’t go down how your 

Jungle chick said

Jack:
What do you mean?

Desmond:
I wasn’t the one who pulled the trigger, I 
barely held the gun, Locke made sure of 

that

Jack:
Do you remember what happened after?

Desmond:
No brother I just remember a big bright 

light and pain, a lot of pain

Jack:
Yeah, you’re pretty injured but I’m sure 

there’s no internal bleeding so you’re safe



Desmond:
Brother, don’t lie to me… I want you give a 

message to Penny when you get off this 
Island-

Jack:
Desmond you’re going to be fine

Desmond:
But if anything happens to me brother, 

please, just let I know I love her

Jack:
I’m sure she knows Desmond

Desmond:
So you’re gonna leave… what if you want to 

come back

Jack:
Ben said the exact same thing; what if I 
want to come back… thing is… I won’t… I 

will never come back here-



Ext. Beach Camp- Day (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a medium shot of Jack 
staring out into nothingness; behind him 
trees sway with the light breeze. There is 
silence up until the fade in of screaming 
and cries which fill the gap between the 
camera and its pan around to the beach. In 
the wide angle shot there is a plane 
wreckage half on shore and half in the 
shallow sea. Various bodies lay scattered 
along the beach and some float within the 
light waves which push the lifeless bodies 
against the golden grains of sand. The 
camera cuts back to Jack, he sits alone on 
a log, behind him we see Future Locke 
entering the scene

Locke:
How was it Jack? [Sits]

Jack:
How was what John?

Locke:
The outside World

Jack:
The same, nothing changed except the fact 

they we had to lie

Locke:
How’s Kate?

Jack:
Why do you care John? You were willing to 

risk our lives for your own selfish actions



Locke:
What I did I did for a reason, it got you 

off the Island didn’t it

Jack:
I got us off the Island

Locke:
Not everyone Jack, what about Jin and 

Steve, Christ even Frogurt

Jack:
I couldn’t take everyone so stop blaming it 

on me

Locke:
I’m not blaming anyone Jack, just stating 

the facts

There is silence

Locke:
This is coincidental though don’t you 

think? You leave and now you’re back, you 
crashed again… what are the chances of that 

happening, 1 in 1 million

Jack:
Go ask Jacob John, it was on the plane 

before we crashed this morning

Locke:
You brought it back?

Jack:
It brought me back and all these innocent 

people



Locke:
Like I say Jack everything happens for a 

reason

Locke stands

Locke:
We’ll help you guys sort through the 

wreckage but after that you’re on your own

Jack frowns at Locke

Locke:
We’re our own people now Jack, these people 

need a hero

Locke walks off and leaves Jack sitting 
alone to think on what Locke had just said

END OF TEASER



Int. Jungle- Morning (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a tracking wide shot 
of Hurley, Walt and Claire re-emerging 
through the Jungle into a clearing down by 
a lake. The Survivors and Others who didn’t 
choose to fight await Hurley. Sun steps up 
to their front

Sun:
Where are we going Hurley?

Hurley:
Um, I haven’t a clue

Rose:
We can’t keep walking through the Jungle 
day upon day Hurley, Sun is pregnant and 

the children are young

Cindy:
We’re fine honestly

Claire:
We killed their boss, well Michael shot her

Walt:
Dad was saving us

Claire:
If she’s dead then why can’t we go back to 

our beach?

Survivor #1:
And risk us getting caught in their cross-

fire



Survivor #2:
What if they call for re-enforcements we’ll 

be goners

Other #1:
Ben wouldn’t allow that would he?

Other #2:
He’s lied to us before

Cindy:
He did that for a reason, Jacob told him to

Hurley:
Look I’m sure we could find another beach 

and set up our camp their for a while

Walt:
Do you know where to go?

Hurley:
Follow the ocean dude, follow the oc-

Hurley sees Charlie standing beside a tree. 
Charlie nods and walks off into the Jungle

Hurley:
Follow me-

Hurley walks down toward the clearing where 
he saw Charlie, the Survivors and Others 
follow his lead



Ext. Beach Camp- Morning

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Danielle standing out the main entrance to 
the freighter from the bottom of it. One of 
the Freighter Men slides himself back up 
the wall, his nose bloody and his face 
bruised, he raises a handgun to Danielle 
from behind and without even looking back 
at him Danielle slams her rifle handle into 
the guy’s face and he collapses. Danielle 
turns to him and sneers, behind her Ben 
approaches with Richard and a few Others

Ben:
Danielle haven’t you beaten them up enough 

yet?

Danielle:
They try to shoot me all the time

Richard:
That’s what you get for beating them up

Ben:
Listen we’re going in soon okay

Danielle:
Why not now, let’s end this

Ben:
I like your passion for killing Danielle 
but these people aren’t to be messed with

Danielle:
We have slaughtered but over 50 of these 
people Ben, what makes you think we can’t 

handle the rest inside this ship



Ben turns to Richard

Richard:
By now they would have secured a façade, if 
we enter in small numbers over a certain 
amount of time we can move passed the 

chance of being shot dead

Danielle:
I’ll take my chances

Danielle enters the Freighter, Richard 
looks at Ben, Ben cocks his handgun and 
follows Danielle into the Freighter

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Morning

The scene opens with Jack emerging from the 
bushes with a bloodied cloth in his hands. 
The hostaged Freighter Men turn to look at 
Jack, one of the men turn and sneer at 
Randall. Juliet, Kate and Sawyer move in 
toward Jack and he stops to address them

Kate:
How long are we gonna keep em here for 

Jack?

Jack:
I haven’t decided yet, my main objective is 

getting everyone to that Freighter

Juliet:
Do you think Ben and Danielle have it under 

control down there?

Jack:
I hope so



Sawyer:
Bug Eyes and Lady Medusa are working 

together now huh? Who would have thought 
it?

Jack:
Danielle is probably gonna kill Ben after 

she knows safety is secure

Michael stands from Vincent’s side

Michael:
Well I killed their boss Jack, how secure 

can you get?

Freighter Man:
Annie is nothing compared to him

Jack:
Who?

Freighter Man:
Go to hell-

Steve slams his rifle handle into the 
Freighter’s Man’s face and he collapses. 
Everyone looks at Steve

Steve:
His language… was hideous

Juliet:
Jack-

Jack:
I can’t do three things at once okay, let 
me get Desmond sorted out then we’ll think 

of what’s next yeah



Ext. Beach Camp- Dusk (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Emma sorting through the wreckage, Emma 
looks frustrated, behind her Jack enters 
the scene

Jack:
Hey Emma-

Emma turns sharply to Jack and sneers

Jack:
How are you doing?

Emma:
I just survived a plane crash with a guy 
who has crashed before its kinda surreal 

Jack

Jack:
I didn’t-

Emma:
Was it you? Is this your fault?

Jack:
No Emma, I’m… this Island is not what you 

think

Emma:
It’s an Island Jack, how different can it 

be?



BANG! A tree is uprooted, Emma turns to 
noise and Jack embraces her for comfort. 
Survivors gather, Locke gathers some of the 
original Survivors and a few noticeable 
Others. The Black Smoke Monster roars 
mechanically in the Jungle

Emma:
What was that?!

Jack:
You don’t wanna know

Jack turns to the Survivors

Jack:
Everyone find cover within the wreckage! Do 
it now! It’s the only safety I can assure 

you

Locke:
You can’t lead everyone Jack, let me take 

them into the Jungle

Jack:
No John like you said this is my problem, 

I’m the hero

Locke:
You’re right Jack, this isn’t my problem… 

come on people let’s go to The Ruins

Locke leads the old Survivors and Others 
back into the Jungle

Man:
Freaks… who the hell are they?



The man steps up to Jack and sighs

Man:
Hi, um… I’m Luke and er I can’t find my 

wallet

Jack:
It’s going to be hard to find anything Luke

Luke:
Some of the Survivors were talking about 
you; they said that you survived a plane 

crash before like-

Jack:
Yeah I did-

Luke:
Wow I mean that’s so cool

Jack:
Thanks, it wasn’t but thanks

Jack walks off toward the wreckage and a 
few more Survivors, another man steps up to 
Luke

Luke:
He has a cute ass Matt

Matt:
Hey stop looking, you’re my boyfriend not 

his

Matt nudges Luke’s right shoulder and the 
two continue to search through the wreckage



Int. Jungle- Day (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a return to Hurley 
leadings his people and The Others through 
the Jungle following what he believes to be 
Charlie. Claire catches up to Hurley and 
Walt with Aaron back in her grasp

Claire:
Why do you think she had his ring Hurley?

Hurley:
I don’t know-

Claire:
Where are we going?

Hurley:
I don’t know

Claire:
So how do you know we’re going anywhere?

Hurley:
I don’t know, I saw him… Charlie

Claire:
What? That’s madness Hurley!

Hurley:
He was standing in the Jungle I sure and 

he’s leading us this way

Claire:
Hurley I miss him too but-

Walt:
I saw my mum



Hurley:
Dude good for you-

Walt:
My mum’s dead and her saw her in the Jungle

Hurley:
Sayid told us that he and Shannon saw you 

in the Jungle dude

Walt:
Me?

Hurley:
Yeah right before Ana Lucia shot Shannon

Claire:
So what “Charlie’s” leading us to our 

death?

Hurley:
No dude, Charlie’s taking us to our 

salvation

Hurley smiles at Claire and Walt, they look 
at each other

Int. Freighter

The scene opens with a close up of a rifle. 
The rifle fires a bullet and the camera 
tracks the bullet as it pierces a man’s 
chest. The man collapses to the floor and 
the camera reverts to a medium shot of 
Danielle as she lowers her rifle and 
stands. Ben lowers his handgun and two 
Others cock their handguns



Danielle:
I don’t see much of a façade Ben do you?

A crowd of Freighter Men appear from around 
the corner

Ben:
As I was saying

Danielle raises her rifle in unison with 
Ben and his Others raising their guns

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Day

The scene opens with Jack sitting beside 
Desmond, he is resting

Jack:
Some hero I am

Jack throws down a cloth and he puts his 
hands over his face

Jack:
I can’t even get them off the Island! What 

am I going to do?!

Jack lowers his hands and frowns into thin 
air



Ext. Jacob’s Cabin- Night (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with Jack emerging from the 
bushes, seemingly alone with a torch. Jack 
looks at Jacob’s Cabin with uneasiness as 
he walks up closer to the door

Voice:
Hey Jack-

Jack turns sharply and we see Emma emerging 
from the bushes. Jack responds with angst

Jack:
Emma what are you doing here?

Emma:
I followed you out here to see if you were 

working with them

Jack:
Emma!

Emma:
It’s been five days Jack and we’ve no sign 

of rescue

Jack:
That’s because they can’t see us!

Emma:
Is that a house?

Jack:
No Emma it’s not and you have to stay your 

distance from it



Emma:
Why?!

Jack:
There is something about this Cabin that-

A light in the cabin switches on

Emma:
Who is in there?

Jack:
His name is Jacob and you have to stand 
your distance, he doesn’t take well to 

women

Emma:
What do you mean?

Jack:
They die… I can’t explain it okay but you 
have to trust me, stay out of the house

Emma:
Okay I’ll wait for you out here

Jack:
Be careful, with that thing out in the 

Jungle you’re not safe

Emma nods in assurance to Jack as he enters 
Jacob’s Cabin. Emma moves in closer to the 
Cabin and she re-thinks what she is about 
to do



Int. Jacob’s Cabin- Night

Jack stands behind the closed door in the 
lightly lit Cabin. The camera pans around 
the small Cabin and shows blood splattered 
up the right wall of the Cabin. Jack turns 
away in disgust as though he remembers
something which had happened and his eyes 
fixate on Jacob sitting in his rocking 
chair

Jacob:
Welcome back Jack

Jack:
Jacob-

Jacob:
You still see me? So you haven’t lost all 

faith after all

Jack:
I was brought back here by you; do you 

think my faith has gone?

Jacob:
You did something bad taking them away from 
this Island Jack, what was it that made you 

want to leave so?

Jack:
Home… I thought that if I was a hero maybe 

I could be something more than I was-



Jacob:
Where did it leave Michael Dawson Jack, it 
left him without a life and his son without 
a father all because of what you done? You 
know I pity you for the fact that you came 

to see me on the basis of knowing 
absolutely nothing as to why I brought you 

back

Jack:
Why did you bring me back?

Jacob:
For my own personal gain Jack, you were at 
the top of my list, the one, the chosen 

man… coincidence is not fate, the fact that 
you’re here is fate, the fact that those 

people I brought with you survive like the 
others before is fate, they got a second 

chance at life Jack

Jack:
We got a third-

Jacob:
Leaving this Island gave you another life, 
there are certain rules Jack that everyone 
even yourself must obey. No one nowadays 
gets three chances at life… which is why 

Dawson was first to go and I can’t see your 
sister lasting much longer

Jack:
I need to let them know I’m okay, that I 

found my way back



Jacob:
There is no escaping this time Jack, you 

are here for the last time and you are the 
only person to get a Fourth chance at life-

Emma pushes open the door with might and 
Jacob turns to her. Emma looks at Jacob’s 
worried face

Emma:
Jack who are you talking to?

Jack’s eyes widen

Jacob’s Voice:
Get out!

Emma:
Jack!

Jack:
Emma run!

The door slams shut and a strong wind picks 
up inside the Cabin. Emma screams as the 
rocking chair rocks alone, the table shakes 
and a picture falls from the wall. Emma 
tries desperately to open the door but she 
can’t

Jack:
Let her go! Jacob let her go!

Jacob’s Voice:
She is not worthy! She is not worthy!

Emma:
Jacob who are you talking to?!



Jack:
Let her go!

Jack tears a pendant from around his neck 
and he smashes it. The wind stops

Jacob’s Voice:
You are not worthy!

Emma opens the door and runs. Jack follows 
her and slams the door shut behind him. 
Jacob appears in the scene and he picks up 
the broken pendent

Jacob:
You just made the worst mistake of your 

life… Jack

Int. Freighter (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a close up from the 
inside of a room as the door swings open. 
Danielle appears in the doorway. The camera 
pans around to reveal to men at their 
computer stations. The men turn to Danielle 
and raise their guns. Danielle holds up her 
rifle and shoots them both dead

Danielle:
Anything of interest Ben?

Ben:
No Danielle, nothing of interest

Danielle closes the door and continues down 
the corridor with Ben and two Others



Ben:
You didn’t have to kill those men Danielle

Danielle:
They were going to shoot me

Ben:
So this is what 16 years of living out in 

the Jungle does to you

Danielle:
You made me this way by everything you did!

Ben:
Let’s not repeat this whole story again 

Danielle I’ve heard it enough-

One of The Others are shot in the chest and 
he collapses. Ben raises his handgun and 
shoots a Freighter Man in the head. 
Danielle grapples another’s handgun, throws 
down her rifle and she punches the 
Freighter Man in his neck

Ben:
Where did you learn that Danielle?

Danielle:
16 years of living in a Jungle

Danielle picks up her rifle and she cocks 
it



Ext. Beach- Day

The scene opens with Hurley and the 
Survivors and The Others emerging from the 
tree line. Hurley scans the Beach and 
laughs viciously to him as the other 
Survivors and Others gasp and mumble to one 
another at the clear sandy beach

Hurley:
Oh yes dudes and dudettes! We’re safe and 

clear!

Walt:
Woo hoo!

Claire:
Finally-

Sun:
What about Jin and Bernard?

Rose:
They’re with Jack they’ll be fine

Cindy:
We have to keep our guard still

Hurley:
Whoa hold on a minute

Claire:
What is it Hurley?

Hurley points to three speedboats pulled up 
against the shoreline



Hurley:
Who do they belong to?

Walt:
They’re the boat people-

Hurley gulps nervously

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Day

The scene opens with the hostage situation. 
The camera focuses on Craig as he leans in 
to Greg, one of the Freighter Men

Greg [Whisper]:
So what’s your big master plan Craig?

Craig [Whisper]:
Look I have to wait for the right moment

Greg [Whisper]:
Hurry up about it; I wanna kill these guys 

so much right now

Craig [Whisper]:
I can’t rush into it Greg

Greg [Whisper]:
Just let us know when you’re going to do it

The camera cuts to a medium shot of Kate 
and Sawyer sitting alone behind the hostage 
situation

Kate:
This is crazy huh



Sawyer:
Yeah Freckles, a month ago we were calling 

“rescue” now we’re fighting em

Kate:
They’re not our rescue James

Sawyer:
Whatever, they have a huge boat, huge boat 

equals rescue vehicle

Kate:
Yeah I guess

Sawyer:
Don’t you feel we’re not playing a large 
part in this, like normally we’re always 
upfront getting ourselves kidnapped or 

almost shot but now we’re taking it mellow, 
letting others take position up front, its 

weird don’t you think?

Kate:
Where did that sudden burst of jealously 

come from?

Sawyer:
It’s not jealously Freckles its fact

The camera cuts to Jack and Juliet standing 
away from the hostage situation

Juliet:
I hope you know what you’re doing Jack

Jack:
I know it will work, just trust me-



The sound of Desmond coughing up blood 
shatters Jack and Juliet’s conversation. 
Jack turns to Desmond and sees him having a 
seizure on the grassy floor. Jack runs 
desperately to Desmond’s aid

Int. Jungle- Night (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with Jack and Emma running 
through the Jungle, they stop and Emma 
leans up against a tree whilst breathing 
quickly in and out

Jack:
Emma what did I tell you?!

Emma:
I’m sorry, I heard your conversation and I 

just knew I had to open that door!

Jack sighs

Emma:
What is in that place, what did you smash 

from your neck?

Jack:
There’s something in there, his name is 
Jacob and he was born on this Island, 

before I got away before I made a pact… a 
stupid pact which I just broke

Emma:
Jack you shouldn’t have broken it for me

Jack:
He was going to kill you and if we don’t 

get back to the Beach soon he will kill us



Emma:
How? He doesn’t even exist!

Jack:
The thing that made us crash, it will kill 

us

Emma:
What is it?!

Jack:
I can’t explain what it is just that we 

have to go now-

At that moment a tree is uprooted and the 
Black Smoke sirens across the Jungle. Emma 
turns to the noise

Emma:
That’s the thing we heard before! What is 

it?!

Jack:
Don’t worry about what it is, just hurry up 

and follow me!

Jack runs through the Jungle passed the 
bamboo thickets and bushes with Emma behind 
him

Emma:
Jack!

Jack:
Keep running!

Emma:
Jack I can’t! Jack I can’t! [Screams] Jack!



Jack stops and turns as Emma is picked up 
and pulled back into the Jungle by an arm of 
the Black Smoke. Jack thinks twice about 
what to do next and he runs after Emma and 
the Smoke

Int. Freighter (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Ben smashing his handgun handle into a 
Freighter Man’s face. Behind him Danielle 
shoots another Freighter Man in his chest 
and she turns to Ben with angst

Danielle:
Which floor do we go to?

Ben:
I’m guessing the top; I need to inform 

Richard on our position

Ben picks up one of the Freighter Men’s 
walkie talkie and he presses down on the 
signal key

Ext. Freighter- Day

The camera cuts to a wide angle shot of 
Richard by the Freighter Entrance as he 
lowers his handgun. A dead Freighter Man’s 
walkie talkie begins to fuzz and Richard 
kneels to pick it up

Ben’s Voice:
Richard, Richard its Ben do you read me?



Richard:
[Takes Walkie Talkie] Yes I read you, where 

are you?

Ben’s Voice:
Danielle and I are making our why to the 

top of the Freighter and then I’ll move on 
to plan b

Richard:
Already?

Ben’s Voice:
I have too Richard for the sake of us all

Int. Freighter

The camera cuts to a close up of Ben’s 
sinister facial expression

Ben:
My endgame didn’t work before Richard but 

now I stand a better chance

Richard’s Voice:
Just make sure you make it out of there Ben

Ben:
I will Richard, we’ll talk later [Lowers 

walkie talkie]

Danielle:
What did he say?

Ben:
He said we’re blocked in Danielle, the only 

way out is to take out the Freighter



Danielle:
But Jack’s plan won’t work-

Ben:
Its our lives or Jack’s Danielle, I’m sure 
Alex would like to see her mother alive, 

don’t you?

Danielle looks at Ben and is left with the 
thought of what he had just said

Ext. Beach- Day

Hurley and the remaining Survivors and 
Others crowd the three speedboats

Sun:
They’re empty

Hurley:
Yeah no Freighter guys here

Rose:
Have they got keys?

Hurley checks the speedboats and shakes his 
head

Hurley:
Damn it!

Walt:
Wait Hurley look!

Walt climbs into one of the speedboats and 
picks up a key off of the floor



Claire:
It’s a key! We can leave!

Hurley:
Little dude I love you!

Hurley picks up Walt out of the speedboat 
and cuddles him. Walt looks as though he is 
choking; Hurley puts him down and takes the 
key

Hurley:
There’s only one key which means only one 

boat can leave

Sun:
Shouldn’t we try and find a way to let Jack 

know that we found a way to escape?

Hurley:
How are we going to do that?!

Walt spots something inside the Freighter 
and he climbs inside to get it

Hurley:
Dude what now?

Walt pops up with a walkie talkie

Walt:
One of their walkie talkies! 

Hurley:
But Jack doesn’t have one dude



Claire:
He doesn’t but he has about 20 of them 

hostage!

Hurley:
Dude you’re a little saint!

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Day

Jack walks passed the hostaged Freighter 
men with his hand to his forehead. Juliet 
walks up to Jack and rests her right hand 
on his shoulder

Juliet:
Jack you’ve done all you can for him

Jack:
No I haven’t Juliet, I can do more

Juliet:
Jack he has to pull through himself now you 

know that

One of the Freighter Men’s walkie talkies 
begins to fuzz and everyone turns to the 
crowd. One of the men frowns; Jack walks 
into the crowd of Freighter Men. Jack 
punches the Freighter Man and takes his 
walkie talkie

Jack:
Hello?

Hurley’s Voice:
Dude! Jack! We found three of their boats!



Jack:
What?!

Walt’s Voice:
We found a key for one of the boats! We’re 

going home!

Michael gets up

Michael:
Walt!

Kate and Sawyer stand, everyone mumbles

Jin:
Home?!

Bernard:
Yeah they found three boats!

Jack:
You have a boat? 

Hurley’s Voice:
A speed boat yeah dude, I’m going to take 

how ever many people I can off of the 
Island dude

Jack:
Hurley you’re a hero

Hurley’s Voice:
I know dude, I know

Jack looks at the Freighter Men



Jack:
We’re getting off this Island and we are 

not coming back for none of you

Int. Jungle- Morning (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a medium shot as Jack 
stumbles out of the bushes looking ragged 
and tired. Jack then stops and his eyes 
widen the camera pans round to reveal 
Emma’s cut and bruised body lying on the 
grassy floor. Jack stands shaken by the 
sight and then he runs to Emma’s aid. Jack 
kneels to Emma and lifts her head up into 
his arm, he cradles her torso

Jack:
Oh god, I’m sorry… I’m so sorry

Jack rocks back and forth with Emma’s 
lifeless body in his grasp when suddenly 
behind him Christian Sheppard appears out 
of the bushes. Jack turns, drops Emma’s 
body and stands sharply to face his father

Jack:
I knew I’d find you sooner or later

Christian:
Jack, you can’t save everyone you know

Jack:
I can try… I can try to be a hero

Christian:
No Jack you’ll never be a hero



Christian glares evilly at Jack and paces 
forward toward him

Christian:
We had a pact and you broke that pact Jack

Jack:
[Laughs] I know and I have no regrets what 

so ever

Christian:
You seem fearless Jack but I know that 

you’re crying inside, all you have to do is 
confess, confess to me that you know you 
done wrong and that you can change and be 
the person I know you can or you know the 

other option

Jack:
[Laughs] You know what?

Christian:
What?

Jack:
Come and get me

Christian frowns at Jack and within a blink 
of Jack’s eyes Christian has gone but then 
Jack turns sharply to the sound of the 
Black Smoke. The Black Smoke rises in the 
bushes as it had done with Mr. Eko before 
hand

Jack:
I wanted to come back here so bad… I would 

do anything… now I’m here… I will give 
anything… even my life!



An arm of Smoke grapples Jack and swings 
him into a tree trunk as it did with Mr. 
Eko. Jack hits the ground and the Black 
Smoke drags him across the grass as it 
screeches. Jack is smashed again into 
another tree and again into another tree 
and again, then the Black Smoke slams Jack 
into another tree and the camera closes in 
on his face this time. He smiles and…

Int. White Room

Cut to same shot of Jack, Jack’s eyes are 
closed and as the camera zooms out we see 
Jack strapped to a white sheeted bed in a 
white padded room with two white cloaked 
men at his side. Jack’s eyes can be seen 
moving underneath his eye lids

Scientist #1:
It’s remarkable, his stats are still 

improving 

Scientist #2:
That’s impossible, he’s four months gone, he 

has been in a coma ever since his escape 
failure

Scientist #1:
Take a look for yourself

The camera follows a wire running from out 
of Jack’s head into a machine and a wave 
can be seen going up and up

Scientist #1:
Whatever world he has created in there he 

can’t escape it



Scientist #2:
Maybe he doesn’t want to

Scientist #1:
You think he’s gone back THERE?

Scientist #2:
Yes, I believe he has

The camera zoom in on Jack’s body into an 
extreme close up of his eyes moving under 
his eye lids and blackout

Ext. Jacob’s Cabin- Dusk (End Flash-Forward)

Fade in of Annie stumbling out the bushes, 
her hand on bleeding stomach. Annie notices 
the Cabin and she uncoordinatedly walks 
toward it

Int. Jacob’s Cabin- Dusk

Annie opens the door slowly and her eyes 
widen. The camera pans around to reveal 
Sayid’s cut and bruised body sitting in the 
corner of the room. Annie frowns 

Annie:
Are you okay?

Sayid:
[Weakly] Help me

Annie:
I need help, I’ve been shot, what are you 

doing here? 



Sayid:
I can not leave

Jacob’s Voice:
And neither can you!

Annie’s eyes widen as the door shuts behind 
her viciously and she screams

BLACKOUT: LOST


